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Apologies: none.

President: Surrey was surprised the whole state wasn’t subjected to another 
lock down. He remarked at how the 6 week lock down number is arrived at  
(i.e. 3 cycles of 14 days, where 14 days is a nominal incubation period).

Toast: Alma. Drinks were still arriving when toast was being proposed. 
Comment was made that it was good that Sarah didn’t toast with the liquid 
she had in front of her i.e. a bottle of broad leaf spray.

Secretary:  Trailer rego is being let go for the 6x4 trailer as it apparently 
doesn’t actually require registration. Surrey will drop the plates into to 
Vicroads.

Raffle winners: Joyce and Ken.

Sgt: Bryan took up the cudgels doing a quick round robin fining:

• Alan for being on the reserve list of legacy.

• Alma for talking to her cats.

• Ken for being a stalwart of the club, and adding keep up the good work.

• Phil/Joyce for having so many advertisements for their house. (It seems 
they are the portents of doom, every time they out their house on the 
market we go into some sort of community crisis).

• John/Sarah, he heard they were locum’ing again.

• Evan for driving people around (ed note I thought I merely drove people 
around the bend).

• Phil/Magda for not getting their caravan on the road before lock down.

• Carla for not being able to find a warm place in Victoria for her holiday.

• Bryan (self fine) for putting Ken’s meal in to the Savoy twice.

Self imposed fines:

• Vanessa - Bryan you forgot to fine me.

• Carla on driving to Bright realised at Eurobin that her car/phone Bluetooth 
was apparently not working. The reason the phone could not connect 
was because she had left it behind.

• Alma lost her scarf. On backtracking she found some kind soul had tied 
it to a post. Happy Alma.

• Surrey noted that in Ballarat Rotary clubs are tied to particular high 
schools for YE, not open as here.

Coming Up

Wednesday 15th July:
TBA 

Chairperson: Carla Bau
Toast: Alma Adams
Sergeant:  Bryan Meehan

Wednesday 22nd July:
TBA 

Chairperson: Ken Johnston
Toast: John McIlroy
Sergeant:  Kevin Pitts

Wednesday 29th July:
CHANGEOVER ??

Chairperson: Surrey Hunter
Toast: Helen Hunter
Sergeant:  Joyce Ogden

If you can’t fill a position, 
ask someone else to fill in.
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General: Tonight’s meeting was a whiteboard brainstorm with the focus on 
membership, ably led by Surrey, who did a great job framing and conducting 
the session, with Vanessa being whiteboard scribe.

Question: Why did you join Rotary? With the following general themes:
• To meet people.
• Put something back into the community.
• Rotary did something for me, or my family, which drew me in.
• The opportunity to collectively leverage activities for the community
• To become part of the community.
• To develop friendships.
• To develop professional connections.

Question: What do you think prevents people from joining Rotary? 
With the following suggestions:
• Time poor.
• Incorrect perceptions, e.g. “they are all old people”, “it is male dominated” 

etc.
• Cost involved, i.e. dinner cost, membership fees etc.
• Concern over commitment involved.
• Haven’t been asked.

Secretary note: this one wasn’t discussed but thought it worth including. 
Some people are attracted to Rotary by the thought that we bring interesting 
and diverse guest speakers to dinner meetings. This has fallen away somewhat 
of recent years, but could serve to bring and retain some potential members.

Question: How do we get around this? 
A lot of discussion sometimes looping back through similar themes:

• Cost. We have annual fees for members which we don’t subsidize. This fed 
back to commentary that this allows us to return the majority of community 
raised funds back into our programs directly. Not all non for profits have 
overheads as low as Rotary, which is in part due to us being self funded.

• Meetings could be held in other ways. For example Rutherglen Rotary 
meet at their local golf club, with meals catered by third parties who do 
a 3 month stint. This apparently delivers about $25k into the community 
annually. 

• Time poor. Raised the question of how often we meet. Concern is that if 
we meet less frequently members get confused which week we actually do 
meet. Given we don’t demand members presence every week this should 
not really be such an issue.

• Perceptions. Raises the issue of the need to promote what we are, what 
we do and who we are as an organization. Talk again about the need to 
advertise/promote ourselves, e.g. local paper, or a flyer to go out via visitor 
information centre, or even perhaps through real estate agents as part of a 
pack to new people to town.

Wrapping it all up there was a suggestion put that all members could write a 
small piece on why did they join Rotary, what makes them stay with Rotary and 
what they like about Rotary, in other words what is your Rotary story. These can 
be submitted to Phil Mac for publication in upcoming editions of the bulletin. 
We give you the next month to consider these thoughts and put pen to paper 
or fingers to keyboard. These stories, or some of them, could possibly then be 
put out through the local paper either individually, or in some sort of distilled 
form to help promote our club and it’s activities and benefits.

Cheers,
Evan
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through five Avenues of Service, which are the foundation of 

club activity.

Club Service focuses on making clubs strong. A 

thriving club is anchored by strong relationships and an active 

membership development plan.

Vocational Service calls on every Rotarian to 

work with integrity and contribute their expertise to the 

problems and needs of society. Learn more in An Introduction 

to Vocational Service and the Code of Conduct.

Community Service encourages every Rotarian 

to find ways to improve the quality of life for people in their 

communities and to serve the public interest. Learn more in 

Communities in Action: A Guide to Effective Projects.

International Service exemplifies our global 

reach in promoting peace and understanding. We support 

this service avenue by sponsoring or volunteering on 

international projects, seeking partners abroad, and more.

Youth Service recognizes the importance of 

empowering youth and young professionals through 

leadership development programs such as Rotaract, 

Interact, Rotary Youth Leadership Awards, and Rotary Youth 

Exchange.
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Message from DG Bruce Anderson...
Many of the 
leadership team 
for the next Rotary 
year have remained 
on board after 
sewing on Brian’s 
team, and a few 
were previously 
on Malcom Kerr’s 
team. However, I 
did bring on board 
some new faces 
to the District 

leadership team - Assistant Governors 
Judy Sharp, Melissa Hebbard and Martin 
Wilmshurst, Youth Services Chair Linda 
Gidlund, and Membership Chair Ruth 
Byers. Congratulations to the new district 
leaders, thanks to those staying on to 
continue to serve, and thanks for a job 
well done to those who have “retired”. 
On a sadder note Youth Services Chair for 
2019 -2020 Gordon Hastie passed away 
earlier this week after a difficult time 
with illness. Gordon soldiered on bravely 
until very recently. He was a great servant 
to our Rotary District with a passion for 
Youth projects and activities.

Whilst the new team starts the Rotary 
year with suburban lockdowns in place in 
Melbourne and travel restrictions in place 
with some state borders blocked we can 
only hope that the population at large 
works with the civil authorities to get on 
top of the COVID-19 local outbreaks, and 
to put the pandemic behind us.

As always, Rotarians will step up to 
the plate to support and serve our 
communities, the nation and the wider 
world.

When I joined the Rotary Club of 
Strathmore almost thirteen years ago I 
would never have predicted that one day 
I would become your District Governor. 
In preparing for last weekend’s virtual 
changeover I went back over my “Rotary 
History’ and saw a steady increase in 
both my engagement with Rotary and 
the responsibilities I was asked to take 
on as the years went by. Along the way 
my horizons extended from club level 
to an appreciation of the national and 
international impact of Rotary, and the 
associated fellowship of Rotary such that 
Marilyn and I now have an extensive 
network of Rotary friends around the 
world. I am ever so grateful for the 
opportunities for personal growth, 
development and fellowship that Rotary 
has provided. Surprisingly none of these 
benefits were mentioned when I was 

recruited - perhaps we need to “sell” 
such opportunities for personal growth 
and development to prospective younger 
members? Our new theme should help:

“Rotary Opens Opportunities”.

In penning this newsletter on the 
afternoon of July 1st I wondered when 
one becomes DG officially — is it at 
midnight June 30th local time or midnight 
June 30th Evanston (Chicago) time which 
is 3pm July lst Melbourne time? Either 
way, being past 3pm July Ist here, I guess 
it is now official with my first full day on 
the job being tomorrow, July 2nd.

I plan to spend July 2nd touring the bush 
fire ravaged areas around Corryong. The 
Bushfire Recovery Committee led by PDG 
Bernie Bott is a very important component 
of our overall district program and I 
want to see firsthand the extent of the 
damage, the recovery achievements to 
date, and the challenges that remain so 
that I am informed sufficiently to support 
the Bushfire committee.

A key part of the road to becoming DG 
is the training provided over the previous 
two to three years at various Zone 
Conferences, and the final International 
Assembly along with over 500 Governors 
to be held in San Diego in January this 
year. The International Assembly was a 
fantastic opportunity for Marilyn and I 
to meet Rotary peers (and partners) from 
around the world in the breakout sessions 
and hearing from distinguished leaders 
from Rotary and The Rotary Foundation 
in the Plenary session. The International 
Assembly has been held in San Diego, 
California, for almost twenty years but 
the plan for January 2021 was to hold the 
assembly in Orlando, Florida. Given the 
current state of the COVID-19 crisis in the 
US in general, and in Florida in particular, 
and with my past experience in virology 
research, I am not confident DGE Anne 
Reid will be off to Florida in January!

A key message from incoming Rotary 
International President Holger Knaack 
in his closing message to us in San 
Diego was for the district to be actively 
at work creating new, innovative club 
models. We could say that the COVID-19 
crisis has forced us out of our comfort 
zone of traditional meetings and has 
led clubs to find new ways to meet and 
operate, mostly on-line, to keep Rotary 
alive and relevant until the crisis is over. 
I am hoping clubs do not automatically 
revert to the “old” way of meeting 
when the restrictions are lifted, but think 

about perhaps a combination of face 
to face meetings for fun and fellowship 
interspersed by on-line meetings to get 
through the procedural business and 
discussions from the warmth and comfort 
of home, especially in winter months.

Another message from RIP Holger is that 
clubs should hold at least one strategic 
meeting each year to ask the question: 
“What should our club be like in five years 
and what steps do we have to take to get 
there”? Once again, the COVID-19 crisis 
has caused us to change the way we do 
things for the time being, so now that we 
know we can change |et’s go along with 
Holger’s request to think about changes 
we might make to achieve our vision of 
our clubs in five years.

I hope you have all heard about the 
new Area of Focus announced days 
ago by Rotary International and The 
Rotary Foundation — ”Supporting the 
Environment”. The Foundation will 
accept grant applications in the new Area 
of Focus starting in the next Rotary year 
(2021 - 2022).

We are still waiting on further information 
to be sent through from the Foundation 
and then we will start planning our 
District’s involvement in Supporting the 
Environment. I have asked Past District 
Governor Phil Clancy to head up a task 
force to get our District ready to apply for 
grants and to participate in the new Area 
of Focus.

On another note, I wish to thank the 
club presidents and club officers for their 
persistence in enduring the long series 
of Zoom breakouts we held on Sunday 
mornings to replace the breakouts that 
could not be held at the District Assembly 
which was cancelled. I saw some familiar 
faces logging in week after week and 
new faces, as appropriate, in specific 
sessions. We had 60 - 70 attendees 
every week which is a fantastic effort 
-thank you all. Further, I thank all those 
who took the opportunity to use the 
My Rotary Learning Centre to enrol in 
training modules.

Almost 900 enrolments took place across 
the district, with many members enrolled 
in multiple modules. I note that there are 
still some modules yet to be completed 
and some where the enrolment has 
been completed but no progress has yet 
been recorded. I encourage everyone to 
complete the modules when they can.

Bruce Anderson, District Governor


